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Definition from Wiktionary, the free dictionary
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Translingual

Han character

菱 (radical 140 艸+8, 14 strokes, cangjie input 廿土金水 (TGCE), four-corner 44407, composition ⿱艹夌)

water caltrops, water chestnut1. 

References

KangXi: page 1039 (http://www.kangxizidian.com/kangxi/1039.gif), character 20

Dai Kanwa Jiten: character 31219

Dae Jaweon: page 1498, character 3

Hanyu Da Zidian: volume 5, page 3229, character 1

Unihan data for U+83F1 (http://www.unicode.org/cgi-bin/GetUnihanData.pl?codepoint=83F1)
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water caltrop seeds in diamond shape

(마름모, 菱形)

Hanzi

菱 (Yale ling4)

This entry needs a definition. Please add one, then remove {{defn}}.1. 

Japanese

Kanji

(“Jinmeiyō” kanji used for names)

diamond (shape), rhombus1. 

Readings

On: りょう (ryō)

Kun: ひし (hishi)

Korean

Hanja

菱菱菱菱 (reung>neung) (hangeul 릉>능, revised reung>neung, McCune-

Reischauer rŭng>nŭng, Yale lung>nung)

(마름): water caltrop, compare water chestnut.1. 

Usage notes

It may be implausible to use water chestnut synonymously or

confusingly, which is also synonymous to Eleocharis dulcis that is

unrelated to water caltrop.

Mandarin

Hanzi

菱 (Pinyin líng (ling2), Wade-Giles ling2)
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This entry needs a definition. Please add one, then remove {{defn}}.1. 

Vietnamese

Han character

菱 (lăng, năng, trăng)

This entry needs a definition. Please add one, then remove {{defn}}.1. 
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Ling
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Ling may refer to:

Calluna or heather, particularly Calluna vulgaris

Ling (surname), a surname of English origin

Ling County, in Shandong, China

Ling, County Londonderry, a townland in County Londonderry, Northern Ireland

ling, several species of fish:

Common ling (Molva molva)

Blue ling (Molva dypterygia)

Burbot (Lota lota)

Cobia (Rachycentron canadum)

Pink cusk-eel (Genypterus blacodes)

ling, an alternative form of the Hindu lingam

ling., an abbreviation of linguistics

ling (菱), the Chinese name of the water caltrop

Fictional characters

Bàba, Māma, and Gwen Ling, characters from American Dad!

Gesar of Ling, mythical Tibetan culture-hero

Ling Bouvier, a fictional character from The Simpsons

Ling Woo, a fictional character from Ally McBeal

Ling (sometimes spelled "Lin") Yao, a character from the manga series Fullmetal Alchemist and its 2009

anime adaption Fullmetal Alchemist: Brotherhood

Ling Xiaoyu, a fictional character from the Tekken series

Ling, a fictional character from the James Bond film You Only Live Twice

See also

All pages beginning with "Ling"

-ling, an English diminutive suffix

Linga (disambiguation)

Ling-Ling (disambiguation)
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